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ABSTRACT
In the era of #MeToo, there arise a rage in the male crowd that the harassment is being done to
them also. It is not only women who are being harassed, men are also in the same line. So they
initiates the campaign with the tagline #MenToo in order to raise their voice against the harassment
that is happening against the Men.
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INTRODUCTION
Men are considered as a strongest creature of the god. They bear the image of strong personality
but nowadays they are also become conscious about the continues mishappening with them. Every
next woman in the line is defaming other men for the harassment that is being done to her by him.
So man also become attentive about the fact and started a Champaign i.e. Men Too.

Evolution of #Men Too
On the lines of #Me Too, the group of around 15 people which includes the diplomates of the
French also has launched a new movement on the side of the #MeToo movement asking men to
come up and disclose the harassment faced by them at the hands of the women.
#MenToo campaign was not at all a counter to #MeToo campaign, but to address the
problems of men who do not speak up against women's atrocities.
"There is real pain among men. They are also suffering, but they are not coming out in the
open against women and their misdemeanors,"[1]
From the time when #Me Too broke out in the year 2018 there has been robust undercurrent of
stiffness amongst the male dominated entities. Males are with the view that discrimination against
men and boys on the name of positive discrimination for women is not new. The stiffness reaching
its heights with leads to the evolution of the #Men Too. According to them it is a myth to consider
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that, there is no harassment is been done to the men. If law talks about the equal rights then is
should also be applicable even for men’s too.[2]
“We’re not saying, don’t protect women, but there should be checks and balances. It’s more
about a draconian law that violates the already shrinking space of men’s rights in marriage
and its open-endedness makes men very vulnerable”
Discrimination is being done towards men’s also. It is not that, harassment is done only to the
women it can be a man or a woman. On 3rd June there comes up a new by the CM of Delhi Arvind
Kejriwal who proposed to free bus and metro faculty to the woman of New Delhi. Man opposed
this scheme and a report being circulated though the PURUSH AAYOG NGO there was the press
invite of the protest against “Rat Race “among political parties for woman appeasement.
Legally there is no law that is particularly emphasizing on the rights of the man against harassment
either at workplace or domestically. Men’s are treated as a third citizen because there is no specific
attention is been given to the man in order to protect their rights they are left vulnerable at the
whims of fancies of the political group.[3]
“My only crime is that I am a man” to “Ye kaisa nari ka utthan, jo le raha hai purush ki
jaan (What kind of progress is this for women that is taking the lives of men)”, and “We
need a movement like #MenToo because crime has no gender”.
The resurgence of this movement includes many renowned Bollywood celebrities like kiran bedi,
karan johar etc, which is probing for equal footing to both the genders. Art 15(3) is the violation
of law. This article should be abolished or amended and it should be gender- neutral. 58 years old
Bar council of India called the lawyers in the body and unit together for the “#MenTooMovement.

CONCLUSION
Therefor in a nutshell it is concluded that #MenToo is to put up a question mark on the woman
who has come up with the complained against the men.
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